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Introduction: The Luizi impact structure is a 17-km-diameter complex impact crater, located in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo (10°10'13.5"S / 28°00'27.0"E) [1]. The bedrock consists of Neoproterozoic arkosic sandstone 

beds with intercalated laminated argillaceous sandstones (of the Kundelungu Group). The impact origin was con-

firmed by the finding of shatter cones and shocked quartz grains [1] and, later, shocked zircon grains, including 

FRIGN zircon, were documented [2]. This ongoing study aims to non-destructively characterize a sample of impact 

melt rock from the Luizi impact structure, using both neutron and X-ray tomography imaging. These results are then 

used to guide polishing and imaging of regions of interest by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In 

contrast to X-rays, neutron attenuation does not monotonically increase with the atomic numbers of chemical ele-

ments; for example, neutrons are sensitive to both hydrogen and the much heavier element iridium, whereas their 

interaction with iron and lead is relatively weak compared to that of X-rays [e.g., 3, 4]. Consequently, the combined 

use of these methods allows a wide range of phases and minerals to be located within a sample, including regions 

with a relatively high concentration of platinum group elements (PGEs). 

Method: The sample investigated here is a ~ 5 mm
3 

cube of impact melt rock, cut from a boulder, retrieved in a 

riverbed at 6.2 km from the crater center. Neutron tomography was performed at the NeXT instrument of the Institut 

Laue Langevin in Grenoble (France) [5]. A voxel size of 15.9 µm was obtained using a high-resolution indirect 

imaging detector [6]. Using a pinhole size of 23 mm at a collimation distance of 10 m, a total of 1616 projections 

with 5 s exposure time was acquired over 360° sample rotation and a 3D image was reconstructed using the tofu 

software. For X-ray tomography, the sample was imaged with a Zeiss Xradia Versa XRM520 at the 4D Imaging Lab 

at Lund University (Sweden), with 80 kV source voltage and a 9 µm cubic voxel width in the reconstructed 3D 

images. The 3D images were aligned using the software SPAM [7]. Segmentation and visualization were performed 

using ImageJ [8] and Dragonfly ORS (version 2021.1). 

Results and Discussion: Two features of particular 

interest were identified by the tomographies (Fig. 1): (i) 

the neutron imaging exposes one large (~1 mm wide) 

inclusion and (ii) the X-ray imaging reveals a circular 

feature forming a “rim” surrounding the same inclusion. 

The initial results imply that the inclusion is hydrogen-

rich (possibly an aqueously altered glass phase) and that 

the rim is made of minerals composed of relatively heavy 

elements with low neutron attenuation, such as Fe oxides. 

The relationship between the circular feature and the 

inclusion can be seen when rendered in 3D (Fig. 1). The 

composition of the inclusion and the rim will be con-

strained with SEM/EDS in the near future, thus, allowing 

conclusions to be drawn about their exact nature and 

regarding their origin and formation mechanism. 
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Fig 1. X-ray tomography slice, with the inclusion (based on neutron 
images) and the circular feature (based on the X-ray images) seg-

mented and highlighted. The sample is ~ 5 mm across. The second 

image shows a rendering of the inclusion and the circular feature. 
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